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From time to time, in moments of transient loneliness, do you long for

some temporary distraction or brief mental escape from your day-to-day

life? Do you ever think about people you slept with when you were single,

or people you wanted to sleep with? Wonder what they’re doing now?

Would you like to peek in, perhaps even anonymously, on what those

people are doing?

Don’t kid yourself. You’re an idiot if you use Facebook. If you’re vaguely

unhappy with your relationship or marriage, and especially if you’re more

than vaguely unhappy with it: Stay away from Facebook. The vast majority

of what you’ll find there is unhappiness masked as happiness. It will f-ck

with your head, your heart, and your relationship. If I had a dollar for every

divorce caused by infidelity that started on Facebook, I would have… well,

just about the same amount of money I have. (Bless you, Mark Zuckerberg.)

Facebook is the single greatest breeding ground ever for infidelity. Nothing

that has come before — not swingers’ clubs and key parties, not chat

rooms, not workplace temptations, not Ashley Madison, Tinder or Grindr;

no, not even porn — comes within a thousand miles. I don’t keep detailed

statistics on these things, but if I had to estimate I would say I get two or

three new cases per week that feature infidelity that started or was made

easier to perpetuate by Facebook. Who knew one platform could cause so

much chaos?

Facebook is foreplay. Facebook facilitates adultery and infidelity generally.

Facebook gives you the means, the excuse and the cover to communicate

with people you have no reason, no business, to talk to. Their day-to-day

life has nothing to do with yours — not anymore, anyway. In many cases,
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perhaps the majority of cases, you follow and chat with this individual

because you remember him or her fondly, as he or she might remember

you; the memories are from a simpler time in your lives, when you were in

college, or high school, when maybe you had a lot more sex, and when

nervous possibility was in the air. (You’re probably remembering it with

more fondness than it merits.) Your life was about going to class, and

smoking weed, and working a crappy part-time job with no real

responsibilities so that you’d have enough money to afford frivolous,

enjoyable garbage.

Look at enough bullshit highly curated vacation photos on Facebook and

you’re bound to find the truth of your life gradually, then suddenly, more

depressing than it probably is.

I am confronted by infidelity every day of my work life. I have heard about

so many mountains and oceans of it that I even came up with an infidelity

taxonomy (see Chapter 14 of my book If You’re In My Office, It’s Already

Too Late.) In my own practice, and I would wager in the practice of almost

every other divorce attorney in the era of social media, infidelity that

begins online, usually through Facebook, is the single most common seed

for the mighty oak that eventually becomes a full-blown affair.

Oh, and in case you’re interested: Every status you post on Facebook may

be used against you in a court of law. In addition to those terms of service

that everybody agrees to and nobody reads (not even lawyers), there should

be some Facebook Miranda rights that are read to you when you sign up:

You have the right to refrain from using this service to document where

you are, what you are doing, what you are spending money on, and

whom you are spending time with. If you give up that right, anything
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you post (or anywhere you check in or any photos you get tagged in) can

and will be used against you (by me) in a court of law. You have the

right to try to delete things from your page once your divorce has

started, but I can assure you that my staff captured screen shots of

everything before you were even served with the divorce papers. You

have the right to unfriend your spouse but trust me, some of your

“friends” like your spouse more than they like you, and they’re more

than willing to grant us continued access even if you block your spouse.

You have the right to choose what you post, but remember: Other people

can tag you in photos, mention you in their comments, and give access

to anyone who might be looking for a solid trail to follow if we want to

track your movements and/or spending. Oh: And Facebook complies

with properly issued subpoenas from divorce courts.

I was going to write a sentence or two here about how it isn’t my intention

to single out Facebook among the numerous social media platforms, but

let’s be honest: Facebook is in a class by itself. Instagram has some of the

same features (and the beautiful filters make your life look even better!)

but not so much of the business stuff that gives the plausible deniability

needed for efficient infidelity. Married people aren’t really using Snapchat

for that reason. You can’t really claim you’re using Snapchat to “check

what time the tire store opens this weekend” or “read reviews of the new

dim sum place down the street.”

There’s a popular saying in Alcoholics Anonymous, meant to discourage

people in recovery from hanging around bars: “If you sit in a barbershop

long enough, eventually you’re going to get a haircut.”

Quit Facebook. You don’t need the temptation and you don’t need to create

the temptation for someone else. Let the past be the past. Don’t put the



future in jeopardy just to indulge in some frivolous nostalgia. The

negatives far outweigh the positives. I quit Facebook a year ago, and when

people ask me why, I tell them candidly: I don’t want to look in people’s

windows anymore to see what they’re doing. Even if they want me to.

Especially if they want me to.

Don’t waste your life crafting an advertisement for how great your life is.

Get out there and live a great life.
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